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N

ot surprisingly most members asked about PAMA probably
visualize the executive director and administrator – they are
after all always front and centre at every event. However, there
are a large number of people involved in this association and
some are highlighted in this newsletter.
From the Board of Directors to the many committee volunteers
our success is a result of volunteer hours and resources. As a
non profit association we are fortunate to have more volunteers
than work for them to do. However, don’t let that deter you from
letting us know you have some time available – we live in a rapidly
changing world and it is important to know who is ready and
willing to step up.
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It is very encouraging to see new property managers at the
education seminars. Education is the key to knowledge which coupled with experience will eventually
lead to excellence. This industry needs professionals who are “excellent” – clients expect it and deserve it.
Excellence earns respect and ultimately clients will willingly pay more for “excellent” service. Excellence also
deserves recognition and we will shortly be announcing details of the 2016 PAMA Awards of Excellence to
be held at the AGM on the 30th of November.
So… as always – back to education. Make it a regular part of your life. It will pay you dividends. Consider
working towards an industry designation – there are several to choose from including PAMA’s CPRPM,
IREM’s CPM and the RPA designation from BOMI International. You can call the PAMA office for more
information.

W

elcome to Spring/Summer issue of PAMA Newsletter.

A HOME has great symbolic value for the residential
Property Management industry. Taken further, this symbol
represents an even larger idea and could also be applied to any
organization where members belong and connect with likeminded professionals to learn and share.
PAMA Memberships represent over 200 companies from rental
and strata management, appraisal and insurance to landscaping
and roofing. In this issue, we are pleased to present several
new features including educational articles from our Associate
Members.
Participation of all PAMA Members: Property Managers and
Associate Members alike, has always been an essential part of the Association’s philosophy. The idea is
simple: sharing knowledge benefits everyone.
We continue to be on the hunt for new ideas on how we can improve, what we offer with respect to our
education programs, social events and networking opportunities for our Members. As a Professional
Association we are constantly exposed to new challenges and new ideas. We are really excited when a
project comes full circle and our Members have a positive experience and benefit from the team effort.
Please share your ideas with us!
We want you to feel at HOME at PAMA and welcome your input and contribution to the new space we’ve
created here.
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informational purposes only
and should not be used
to replace either official
documents, nor the advice
of a qualified professional.
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submissions of articles from
PAMA members.
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WELCOME!
NEW PAMA MEMBERS ACROSS BRITISH COLUMBIA

ACTIVE CORPORATE
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Belmont Properties
Stanmar Services (Penticton)
ACTIVE INDIVIDUAL
Garth Cambrey (Cambrey Consulting)
Ron Woods (Grand Forks Realty)
Guy Johanson (FirstService Residential)
Cary Lentz (C.L.P.M. Ltd, Salmon Arm)
Britt Stewart (Keystone Property Management, Vernon)
Sherrilee Franks (Keystone Property Management, Vernon)
Greg Bickert (Inspire Property Management, Kelowna)
Roger Pagani (Royal LePage, Powell River)
Donna McCrone (Touchstone Property Management)
Carolina Ibarra (HFBC Housing Foundation)
ASSOCIATE CORPORATE
Wilson McCormack Law Group
The mandate of Wilson McCormack Law Group is to provide a full spectrum of high quality services focusing
on issues that affect the strata community across British Columbia
ESC Automation
Full service intelligent building automation and energy partner, from total building control and installation to
complete training, service and HVAC maintenance
Community Fire Prevention
Monthly, annual fire inspections, installations, repairs, troubleshooting of all types of fire safety equipment
Sparkle Solutions Corp.
Laundry equipment and services
Abeam Contracting
Residential Strata remediation and renovation structural repairs, decks and balconies, interior and exterior
repairs and renovations, general carpentry
Ambient Aire
Odour control and scenting commercial, industrial and residential locations
Weedbusters Ltd
Landscape maintenance service provider
JRS Engineering
Building envelope consulting services
HONORARY PAMA MEMBER
Al Kemp | Rental Property Management. Consultant (A.G. Kemp & Associates)
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Veronica Franco
Clark Wilson LLP, Partner

Chargebacks – Ensuring they are Collectable
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O

ne of biggest concerns for strata corporations when faced with a leak, fire or other situation that causes
damage is who is going to pay for that damage. In the Fall 2015 issue of the PAMA Newsletter, Adrienne
Murray discussed the responsibility for repairing damage where the cost is below the strata corporation’s
insurance deductible. If the common property is damaged, the strata corporation is responsible for repairing
it. However, what can be done if the damage is caused by an owner, tenant or occupant? Similarly, if the
damage is above the insurance deductible, the strata corporation is required to pay the deductible. However,
what can be done if the damage is caused by an owner, tenant or occupant?

I

n either of those circumstances, the strata corporation would most likely chargeback those invoices to
the owner’s account. An owner asks the strata corporation to investigate an issue with the pipes and the
strata corporation’s investigation concludes that the issue relates to part of the strata lot. In that scenario,
the strata corporation charges back the investigation costs to the owners’ account. Owners are also charged
back for costs incurred by the strata corporation from the owner’s cheque bouncing. If an owner fails to
clean their parking stall in contravention of the bylaws, the strata corporation charges back the cleaning
costs to the owner. The strata corporation is involved in a lawsuit with an owner and the strata corporation
charges back their law firm’s invoices to the owner.

H

ave these chargebacks been validly applied? A strata corporation derives its powers from the Strata
Property Act (the “Act”), the Strata Property Regulations (the “Regulations”), and its bylaws and rules.
Its ability to charge strata fees is derived from section 92 of the Act. Its ability to assess a special levy is
derived from section 108 of the Act. Its ability to charge user fees is derived from section 110 of the Act
and section 6.9 of the Regulations. So, on what basis can the strata corporation charge back all those other
amounts.

W

hen it comes to damages below the deductible and the deductible itself, section 158 of the Strata
Property Act allows a strata corporation to sue the responsible owner. To chargeback those costs,
the strata corporation must have a bylaw that permits it to charge them back. The bylaw should be carefully
drafted to ensure that the strata corporation does not inadvertently make it difficult to collect. For example,
in Strata Plan LMS 2446 v. Morrison, the court concluded that because the strata corporation’s bylaw set the
negligence standard, the strata corporation must prove negligence in order to charge back the deductible.
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If properly worded, the strata corporation’s bylaw can apply the “responsibility” standard. That standard
only requires that the damage arise from a component of the strata lot, which is the owner’s responsibility
to repair and maintain.

S

imilarly, before any other type of invoice is charged back, you should ask what provision of the Act,
Regulations, bylaws or rules allows the council to charge this back. If the answer is because the owner
contravened a bylaw, then section 135 of the Act must be followed before the charge back can be applied. This
requires the strata corporation to send a notice to the owner outlining the particulars of the alleged bylaw
contravention. The strata corporation must also give the owner an opportunity to respond or a hearing,
if requested. After the deadline to respond passes, the council must meet to consider the allegations, any
written response, and any submissions made at a hearing. The council must then decide whether the bylaw
was contravened, whether to fine, and if the council has decided to fine, how much that fine should be. Once
that decision is made, it should be minuted in the minutes of the council meeting and a letter should be sent
advising the owner of the decision. Failure to follow those steps will render the chargeback uncollectable.
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F

inally, there is the issue of legal fees that the strata corporation has incurred as a result of a dispute
with an owner. Sections 167(2) and 171(6) of the Act make it clear that an owner involved in a lawsuit
with a strata corporation is not required to contribute to the strata corporation’s legal expenses. In addition,
sections 133(2) and 118(a) of the Act allows the strata corporation to charge back the strata corporation’s
“reasonable” legal costs to remedy a bylaw contravention or to collect monies owing under a Form G –
Certificate of Lien. Beyond sections 133(2) and 118(a), there is nothing in the Act or Regulations that allow
for the charge back of actual legal invoices. In addition, in both situations, the court has concluded that
“reasonable” does not equal full indemnity, but instead is based on the Tariff in the Supreme Court Civil
Rules. To get around the Tariff, some strata corporations have a bylaw that provides that they are entitled
to full indemnity. The court in Blackmore v. Strata Plan VR 274 suggested that it may be open for the strata
corporation to pursue the balance of the legal fees by relying on the bylaw in a separate court proceeding.
The validity of such bylaws has not been challenged. Nor has the court considered whether the application
of such a bylaw would be significantly unfair. Regardless, the message is clear, if a strata corporation wants
to have any chance in trying to charge back its actual legal expenses, it must have a clearly worded bylaw
that allows it to do so.

S

trata corporations typically want those responsible for expenses to pay for them. Owners want to
minimize increases to their strata fees. One way to accomplish this is to charge back expenses to
owners. However, before an expense is charged back, you have to determine what provision of the Act,
Regulations, bylaws or rules allows for this chargeback. If it is permitted, have all the steps been taken before
the charge back is levied? Without the proper authority, any attempt to collect those chargebacks in court
will fail. It is important that the strata corporation have the necessary bylaws to allow for the chargebacks it
may want to try to collect.
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PAMA INDUSTRY AWARDS 2015

From left: Roger Williams (PAMA Executive Director), Susan MacGregor (Quay Pacific Property Management Ltd.), Constantin
Negrut (Quay Pacific Property Management Ltd.), Ivana Masinovic (The Wynford Group), Shahbaz Munshey (Action Integrated
Security Solutions), Galina Sanaeva (PAMA Administrator)
Photo by Mayowill Photography

In 2015 the Award Committee of Professional Association of Managing Agents invited it’s Members to nominate
outstanding people within the Industry who really make a difference.
The 2015 PAMA Property Manager & Industry Contributor Awards recognized and honoured these people for
Excellence, Leadership and Integrity in three categories: Property Manager of the Year, Rookie of the Year Rising
Star and Industry Contributor of the Year.
Congratulations to Winners once again!
Property Manager of the Year - Susan MacGregor
Rookie of the Year Rising Star- Constantin Negrut, Ivana Masinovic
Industry Contributor of the Year - Shahbaz Munshey
Property Managers and Industry Contributors play a very important role within the Real Estate Industry with their
skills, work ethic and other abilities they exhibit. These Awards celebrate exceptional work, commitment and future
commitment from people who are making a contribution within the Industry.
This year, please help us recognize and award that someone in the Industry who has always encouraged and inspired
you.
The details of this year's Awards criteria will be announced in July 2016.
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M

eet the winners of first Industry PAMA Property Manager &
Industry Contributor Awards in British Columbia who kindly
agreed to be interviewed by Galina
Susan MacGregor
Strata Manager
Quay Pacific Property Management Ltd.
Galina Sanaeva: Did you think you might win, or was it a total surprise?
Susan MacGregor: Winning was a complete surprise for me and very rewarding. There were so many
excellent Strata Managers nominated, all of which deserved the award.
GS: What is the most exciting part of your job?
SM: I think one of the most enjoyable parts of
think that communication is the key.
my job is being able to effectively assist Strata
Councils with managing their buildings through
Be a good listener, follow up and do
on-going education, support and guidance. what you say you are going to do for your
The other is to provide support and guidance to
new staff helping them to build their confidence clients. Build their trust in you, educate
and become great Strata Managers
them so they are able to make informed
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I

GS: Do you have any advice for a new
property manager just getting started?

decisions, and find yourself a mentor in
the industry to learn from.

SM: I think that communication is the key. Be
a good listener, follow up and do what you say you are going to do for your clients. Build their trust in you,
educate them so they are able to make informed decisions, and find yourself a mentor in the industry to
learn from.
GS: Finally, what has been the key to your success, Susan?
SM: Perseverance, leaning on my mentors, separating my emotions — meaning don’t manage with your heart,
manage with your mind — enjoying whom I work with, and having strong organizational/communication
skills. Last but not least, finding that balance between work and home life. This is a must in our industry.
GS: Is there anything you’d like to share with our readers and PAMA Members?
SM: As the legislation is changing so quickly within our industry constant education is mandatory in order
to stay up to date on amendments to the SPA, recent case law and RECBC.
PAMA offers an excellent variety of educational seminars that are pertinent to the ever changing needs of
the industry. I find attending the PAMA seminars along with reading on-line industry mail-outs is the most
effective way of keeping up-to-date. It’s also an excellent way of keeping connected with industry colleagues
and trades.
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Susan MacGregor and PAMA Past President
Michael Hoppenbrouwer

2015 PAMA Members Christmas Luncheon and 1st Annual
Awards hosted almost 400 guests

Candid shots of the Award Ceremony. Photos by Mayowill Photography

Constantin Negrut
Strata Manager
Quay Pacific Property Management Ltd.
GS: Constantin, have you won any other awards in the past?
Constantin Negrut: I received awards in each of my previous employments, however, this is the first award
I receive in the property management industry.
GS: What inspired you be a property manager?
And how long have you been in the property management industry?
CN: I love to make a positive impact in peoples’ lives. I volunteered in different capacities in the Strata
Councils where I have lived and I learned a lot about the industry; this made me realize that I could contribute
to the world of strata owners, by ensuring that in my job as a property manager, the work is done properly
and efficiently.
I have been a property manager for roughly 3 years.
GS: 5 qualities that make a great property manager?
CN: A great property manager distinguishes him/herself through great interpersonal skills, genuine care,
organizing skills and a commitment to deliver great results.
GS: What words of advice would you give to other property managers?
CN: I always tell my daughter “Never give up!” and I think this is applicable no matter the age or the field
you work in.
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Ivana Masinovic
Strata Manager
The Wynford Group
GS: How did you feel when you found out that you won?
Ivana Masinovic: It has been a great surprise and honor to have been nominated in the first place, and it felt
wonderful knowing that my hard work and efforts have not gone unnoticed and are appreciated. Receiving
the award given the high standards of PAMA and other nominees was fantastic!
GS: How is winning this award affecting your work, Ivana?
IM: It is a great achievement and an encouragement. The award opened a new door of various opportunities
and also made it easier for me as a rookie
in the industry to meet and connect with
Going above and beyond for our clients other professionals.
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is something that gives me great joy. I
take so much pride in what we do, so
every time the clients are satisfied, I
feel genuinely happy and proud.

GS: What is your proudest moment as
a property manager?
IM: As a strata manager, I am aware that
final outcome and satisfied client is a
direct result of the hard work and great
team support; it is not merely an individual
success. Going above and beyond for our
clients is something that gives me great joy. I take so much pride in what we do, so every time the clients are
satisfied, I feel genuinely happy and proud.
GS: Can you give us one tip for balancing your super busy work schedule with time for yourself
and family?
IM: I balance my busy work schedule by not sleeping very much. Jokes aside, having a fantastic team and
the best mentor one can rely upon helps a lot in achieving the balance and success in this rollercoaster ride.
Having a very supportive family and being able to prioritize also goes a long way.
GS: What is one interesting or little-known fact about you?
IM: I really love to sing... But, to be honest, I have to say, I am not very good at it. Adele’s song Hello is currently
the #1 song in the world and is also #1 on my list to bellow while driving to my council meetings.

Rookie of the Year Rising Star Winners. Photos by Mayowill Photography
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Shahbaz Munshey
President
Action Integrated Security Solutions
A Division of Action Lock & Safe Ltd.
GS: Did you think you might win or was it a total surprise?
Shahbaz Munshey: This was a total surprise. Just to be nominated among accomplished industry peers was
an honor for me but to win was incredibly humbling.
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GS: Shahbaz, if a kid walked up to asking for your advice and you only had a 15 sec to give them
your best tip to be the winner in the business world, what would it be?
SM: Hard work and dedication are keys to be a winner in the business world and life. Work hard on your craft
and dedicate yourself to providing clients with solutions that add value to their jobs.
GS: What do you feel is the significance of PAMA Industry Contributor Award in property
management industry?
SM: It is a humbling experience to be recognized by your clients as more than someone who provides a
customer with excellent service. A PAMA industry contributor is someone who adds value to the property
management community and culture. This is done through education, support of industry initiatives and
showing leadership in areas that require greater contributions.

GS: What do your customers value most about your business?
SM: Our clients value Action-ISS for the ability to be a one-stop shop for all their security needs. Having
expert personnel leads to efficient service of electronic and physical security. The ability to service
a door, lock, camera and a fob system with one phone call 24 hours makes property managers busy
schedules less burdensome.
GS: Is there anything you’d like to share with our readers and PAMA Members?
SM: Having been in the industry for ten plus years I can say PAMA is an organization I hold dear. It
connects me to old friends, industry new comers and other trades. Apart from staying connected to the
industry the educational value of being part of an accredited and certified organization adds value to my
own profession. Latest industry news, regulatory changes, compliance issues and trends are essential
for an ever shifting management landscape. I look forward to serving the PAMA group in a meaningful
capacity for many years to come.
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Tony Gioventu
Executive Director CHOA

How are strata managers and strata councils managing the
pressure of Air BnB’s?
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A

ir BnB is all the rage, if you’re the lucky owner
with several units with the success of frequent
rentals, but who ends up carrying the load for the
lost keys and fobs, parking nightmares, midnight
disruptions and parties, and the endless traffic of
holiday travelers or weekend sports fans in and out
of a residential building? The strata manager and
strata council will be fielding the complaints, the
calls and endless emails. Depending on the location
of the strata property, Air BnB use may be more
frequent than resident owners and tenants.

U

nfortunately many strata corporations
misunderstand the nature of Air BnB’s and
attempt to use their rental bylaws to regulate the
activity. Air BnB’s or hotel use are short term stays,
less than 30 days, and as a result do not fall under
the Residential Tenancy Act or the definition of a
tenant. The application of a conventional strata
rental bylaw not only becomes complicated, but it
also entitles owners to exemptions under the Rental
Disclosure Statements which apply to most strata
lots constructed since the beginning of 2010. Short
term rentals under your rental bylaw also imposes
obligations on the strata and owners to maintain
Form K Notice of Tenant’s responsibilities and to
maintain a tenant registry even though they are not
tenants, making the duties virtually impossible.
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T

he use of residential strata lots for Air B&B and
hotel accommodations is a business activity and
strata corporations may adopt a business activity
bylaw that controls or limits the use and access of
residential strata lots. Under a “business activity”
bylaw the strata is not limiting or restricting rentals,
and has a tool to fall back on when a complaint arises.

T

he most chronic complaints the CHOA offices
receive relate to security, parking and noise. The
loss of common area keys or FOBS is probably the
greatest nuisance. It requires the strata corporation
to either rekey a building, reprogram FOBS and access
codes, and jeopardizes security for the residents and
their property.

E

nforcement and fining is another issue. The act
permits fining for ongoing violations of once
every 7 days, but even this area is a complicated. If
the same short term rental was in your unit for 5
days in violation of the bylaws, it may be 1 fine every
7 days; however, if you had 5 separate rentals over
5 days, each one could be potentially treated as a
separate violation and subject to separate fines. The
best solution: consult with a lawyer on an enforceable
bylaw that would apply to short term rentals as
business activities.

By Citiloc Systems Ltd.
www.citiloc.com

Residential Building Security Checklist
Is your apartment or condominium building sufficiently protected against intruders?
Below is a list of basic security measures that every building should have.
Ensure all apartment locks have been rekeyed after a tenant leaves, to prevent use of the old key to
break and enter.
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Protect perimeter doors with full-length security plates and knob/lever guards, to deter prying or
damage to the handles to gain entry.
Install high-security locks such as Medeco locks, which have been tested against bumping, picking,
drilling, and other physical attacks.
Control access to the building with a keyless entry system, since electronic key fobs cannot be
copied, and lost or stolen ones can be quickly deleted.
Allow residents to confirm their visitors’ identities before letting them in with a telephone entry
system.
If your building has a parking area, control access to it with a fob-operated overhead or sliding gate,
to deter thieves from breaking into or stealing vehicles.
Install a high-resolution CCTV system with strategically placed cameras to provide valuable
evidence if a break in does occur.
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Gina Arsens, CPA, CA, CBV, CRP
Vice President
NORMAC
www.normac.ca

Getting the Most from Your Depreciation Report
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G

etting the depreciation report is just the beginning of the opportunity to plan and manage your assets.
The BC Strata Property Act requires a strata corporation to create a depreciation report and while it
is true that with a ¾ vote, property owners can opt out, a vote must be held again within 18 months. There
are many good reasons for creating the depreciation report, such as helping property owners understand
where repairs need to be made, when, and how much it will cost, while deferring the report may mean that
problems go undetected, resulting in more costly emergency repairs. The legislation was actually introduced
to help eliminate special levies, which can cause financial hardship for some owners. Having a depreciation
report for your property also helps its marketability as potential buyers can see what they are getting into,
while the absence of one may affect the ability to get a mortgage or refinancing. Getting the depreciation
report is just the beginning.
What Comes After the Depreciation Report?

T

he depreciation report, or reserve fund study, contains a great deal
of valuable information but an incomplete use of the information
gathered for the report can limit its potential as an effective tool. Some
people mistakenly believe that creating a depreciation report is too
costly and time consuming to undertake but the fact is, if properly done
and effectively used, it can save time, money and headache. The report
provides a solid foundation for future planning by establishing an inventory
of assets, setting a schedule for timing short and long term projects, and it
provides estimates for current and future project costs. Property owners
and managers can use their depreciation report as the starting point for
creating a capital plan, a maintenance plan, a short-term renewal plan,
an annual budget, and as a framework of communication to help owners
understand project priorities and costs.
Create a 10-Year Capital Plan

A

s part of regular planning activities, a capital plan should be developed to provide a summary of priorities
for renewals. The plan will also give council an easy way to communicate what should take precedence
and show property owners that resources are being properly managed. It will also create the discipline to
look at each asset on a regular basis. From the depreciation report, a list of estimated renewal priorities over
the next 10 years can be obtained and separately identified. Regular inspections should be performed for
the renewals necessary within that time frame, especially for those scheduled within the first 5 years. The
results of these inspections will inform an updated determination of the asset condition and timing of the
renewal projects.
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After every review, the capital plan can be revised outlining the current priorities. This is not a static document;
it will need regular updating with new information, findings from inspections, maintenance activities, and
renewal activities.
Create an Annual Maintenance Checklist

R

outine maintenance is key to good performance of assets. The depreciation report is a great place
to start the creation of maintenance plans by providing a comprehensive inventory of common assets.
From the list, maintenance activities can be prioritized according to factors such as current condition, rate
of deterioration, and whether the update is cosmetic or structural. If a maintenance plan already exists,
the depreciation report might highlight a component that was missed, and that asset can be added to the
current plan.
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Once created, the maintenance plan can be used as a checklist to guide and record annual maintenance
activities and results. Through these activities, each component will be inspected, tasks will be undertaken,
and the checklist can be used to record pertinent details.
Part of renewal planning is determining whether or not short-term maintenance can be done to help defer
replacement projects. It should be noted however, that project deferrals are not always cost effective.
Planning should always balance the cost savings of short-term deferrals against the risk of causing significant,
and costly, long-term damage by delaying projects. The process of following a maintenance plan creates a
historical record that can then be used to help pinpoint potential problem areas, or conversely, help identify
components that are performing well. An easy to follow sample of a maintenance checklist can be found on
the following page.
Once completed, this checklist and findings can be provided as part of an AGM package to inform the rest of
the owners with an understandable rationale for upcoming activities and budget priorities.
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Spring 2016
Create a Short-Term Renewal Plan

O

nce the near-term renewal projects have been determined, budget priorities can be established for
the next 3 years. Part of that process will be to determine the scope, time-frame and recommended
approach, and to obtain more detailed cost estimates.
It may be useful at this point to consider more invasive condition assessments or inspections, such as core
sampling or moisture probing, for the near-term renewal projects. Once assessments are complete, it is
much easier for the corporation to summarize the specifications and consider the timing of the projects.
For example, it may be more advantageous to plan for a summer renewal compared to a winter renewal for
some projects.
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After the specifications and timing is decided upon, gathering quotes for detailed costs should occur.
The depreciation report will provide you with initial cost estimates but as the project approaches, quotes
from trades people or contractors are essential for firm cost commitments. Here is a useful Canadian Bar
Association link that discusses some considerations for hiring a contractor http://www.cba.org/bc/public_
media/housing/409.aspx.
Having a comprehensive plan in place can help to avoid surprises, and will ensure that the stakeholders
have more control of the project. By forecasting a few years for renewal projects and by gathering more
information, the optimal outcome can be achieved. A summary of the information gathered through this
process is good to share with owners.
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Create an Annual Contingency Reserve Fund Budget

F

rom the short-term renewal plan, a contingency reserve fund budget outlining funding and capital
spending needs can be prepared for and approved at the annual meeting. Just like budgeting for operating
expenses, the contingency reserve fund budget process should become an annual event. Once priorities are
determined and costs fine-tuned, expenditures will be more easily determined. Expenditures will then need
to be assessed in light of the current reserve fund balance and current funding levels.
With good information, owners can understand when and why major expenditures will take place and how
much they will cost. In anticipation of those expenditures they can start saving the correct amount sooner.
For funding, it is typically easier to increase fees on a monthly basis over a few years rather than shocking
owners with unexpected special levies.
The depreciation report and any planning performed will provide the corporation with the necessary
information to build the budget. The budget will have an opening balance, annual reserve contributions,
changes to reserve contributions, if any, special levies proposed, expected interest income, and the
expenditures planned for the upcoming fiscal year.
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To offset some of the burden of future expenditures, investment returns from the contingency reserve fund
should also be maximized. Knowing when renewal projects will occur, and at what cost, are key to maximizing
returns. Good information allows the owners to invest in securities with various maturity dates, which can
lead to significantly higher returns. Active investment planning will help reduce the owners’ overall financial
burden.
Conclusion

H
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aving a clear picture of the condition of your property and planning out a schedule of repairs is a
clear-eyed way to manage both your property and your budget. As the old saying goes, an ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure. Taking the actions described above will lead to a more successful
planning process allowing owners to get the most of the depreciation report. The information contained in
the report, will form a solid foundation for active capital planning and provide for smarter decision-making
and better preparation for the future. The diagram below summarizes the many ways depreciation reports
can be used and if used effectively, it will function as a powerful tool for scheduling, budgeting and for clearly
communicating asset management needs to owners.
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Highlights from recent events

Vancouver

Spring 2016

Strata Managers/Strata Councils and the CRT Presentation by
Adrienne Murray (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)
January 13 and February 3, 2016

Real Estate E&O Legal Update for Strata Managers
by Elaine McCormack (Wilson McCormack Law Group) and Shannon Salter (Chair Civil
Resolution Tribunal) January 26, 2016
The Course was recorded for on-line version offered through UBC Sauder School of Business

Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal Update for Rental
Property Managers with Lisa Mackie
(Alexander Holburn Beaudin+ Lang LLP)
February 15, 2016
This Course was also recorded for on-line version
of re-licensing program by UBC Sauder School of
Business
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BUILDEX 2016

Spring 2016

This year saw the introduction of the "Kiosk" area on the exhibition floor exclusive to PAMA Associate Members.
This new concept provides a concentrated networking area where industry professionals can meet up with multiple
product and service providers in one location. This helped provide better traffic for the exhibitors with minimal
setup/tear down and staffing. Buildex staff are considering expanding this space in 2017.
PAMA Sessions at BUILDEX 2016:
Legal Update 2016 (A. Murray)
Mum’s the Word: Strata Corporation’s Obligations
under the Personal Information Protection Act (V. Franco)
Tendering, Contracts and Liens (A. Baker, S. Sidhu)
Where There’s Smoke There’s Ire:
The Problem of Second Hand Smoke in Strata Developments (P. Mendes)
Disaster Response (K. Ali, Community Service Coordinator, City of Surrey, P. Klann, Phoenix Restorations, J.
Ryshak, Phoenix Restorations, C. Segaric, ClaimsPro., T. Williams, Wynford Property Group)
Turnover Down – Quality Up – The Ins and Outs of Tenant Selection (A. Kemp, L. Mackie)
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Spring 2016

PAMA Luncheon Enforcing Short Term Rental Bylaws by Veronica Franco (Clark Wilson LLP) March 16, 2016

CHOA's AGM & Strata Symposium
May 4, 2016

PAMA Luncheon Collections under Strata Property
Act with Stephen Hamilton
(Hammerberg Lawyers LLP) April 13, 2016

Real Estate E&O Legal Update for Strata Managers by Elaine McCormack (Wilson
McCormack Law Group) and Shannon Salter (Chair Civil Resolution Tribunal) May 17, 2016.
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Workshop Disclosure under the Strata Property Act May 18, 2016

PAMA Social Life
Real Estate Conference with support of PAMA, LandlordBC, IREM

Spring 2016

February 27 – March 5, 2016 (Nuevo Vallarta, Riviera Nayarit)
The Real Estate Conference was started over 10 years ago and had evolved into bi-annual event enabling
industry managers to network with trades, suppliers and their professional peers. Hosted and financially
supported by the Associate Members of three Associations, the Conference offers some exceptional
education seminar deliverance by top educators.
The conference happens every two years and attracts over a 100 industry professionals and it's is open for
registration to licensed professionals in the property management sector.

PAMA Casino Night
Each May PAMA presents Casino Night. This Associate Member hosted event comes with a theme and
attendees, dressed for the occasion, enjoy an evening of fine food and great company. Past themes include
Western, Pirate and Mexican. The full Casino Night set up enables attendees to gamble just for fun of it
without using real money but with the chance to win one of many cash draw prizes

Photo: Amanda (BFL CANADA Insurance Service)
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Spring 2016

PAMA in Victoria

Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal Update for Rental Property Managers
with Lisa Mackie (Alexander Holburn Beaudin+ Lang LLP)
March 30, 2016

Avoiding the CRT Presentation and Strata Legal Update
with Adrienne Murray (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)
April 5, 2016

Real Estate E&O Legal Update for Strata Managers by Elaine McCormack (Wilson McCormack Law Group) and Shannon Salter
(Chair Civil Resolution Tribunal) April 21, 2016
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Spring 2016

PAMA in Kelowna

Avoiding the CRT Presentation and Strata Legal Update with
Adrienne Murray (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP) March 31, 2016

Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal Update for Rental Property
Managers with Lisa Mackie (Alexander Holburn Beaudin+ Lang LLP)
April 19, 2016

Real Estate E&O Legal Update for Strata Managers by Elaine
McCormack (Wilson McCormack Law Group) and Shannon Salter
(Chair Civil Resolution Tribunal) May 4, 2016
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2016 PAMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Spring 2016

Susan MacGregor | President. Property Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Penny Hall | Vice President. Regional Property Manager, Residential (Bentall Kennedy (Canada))
Michael Hoppenbrouwer | Past President. Managing Broker (Vancouver Management)
Karen Rahal | Director. Property Manager (Concert Realty Services)
Maxi Castillo | Associate Member Director. Sales Director (Action Integrated Security Solutions)
Sam Chan | Associate Member Director (Alternate). Channel Manager (Telus)
Bettina Rodenkirchen | Director. General Manager (The Wynford Group)
Ann Benoit | Director. Property Manager (Ascent Real Estate Management)
Leslie Haycock | Director. Sr. Strata Agent (Premier Strata Services)
Jason Kurtz | Treasurer. Vice-President (Stratawest Management)
Douglas McGowan | Director
PAMA COMMITTEES
PAMA relies heavily on the amazing volunteers who offer their time, experience and expertise for the benefit
of all members and the industry.
Education Committee
Comprised of lawyers, strata and rental property managers, this group is responsible for the exceptional
program of seminars, workshops PAMA delivers throughout the year.
Paul Mendes | Lawyer (Lesperance Mendes Lawyers)
Jennifer Neville | Lawyer (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)
Adrienne Murray | Lawyer (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)
Veronica Franco | Lawyer (Clark Wilson LLP)
Elaine McCormack | Lawyer (Wilson McCormack Law Group)
John Neuls | Continuing Studies Program Coordinator, Real Estate (Langara College)
Bettina Rodenkirchen | General Manager (The Wynford Group)
Susan MacGregor | Strata Property Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Sarah Kibugi | Property Manager (Gateway Property Management Corporation)
Gregory Bickert | President / Managing Broker (Inspire Property Management)
Penny Hall |Regional Property Manager (Bentall Kennedy (Canada))
Berit Hansen | VP Operations, Managing Broker (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Joan Bird | Strata Property Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Leslie Haycock | Sr. Strata Agent (Premier Strata Services)
Silvia Hoogstins | Director. Administration. Property Manager (Gateway Property Management Corporation)
Gillian Jamieson | Strata Property Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Nizam Dossa | Executive Director (Strata Property Agents of BC)
Paul Klann | President (Phoenix Restorations)
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Rental Committee
Comprised of lawyers, a rental industry consultant and rental managers, this group reviews issues relating
to rental management and provides input into the creation and delivery of the rental educational program.
Tyler Davis | Property Manager (Vancouver Management)
Phil Dougan | Lawyer (Access Law Group)
Al Kemp | Rental Property Management Consultant (A.G. Kemp & Associates)
Lisa Mackie | Lawyer (Alexander Holburn Beaudin + Lang LLP)
John Phipps | Rental Property Manager (Realstar Management)
Karen Rahal | Property Manager (Concert Realty Services)
Betty Thien | Rental Manager (Associa British Columbia)
Tammy Vader | Operations Manager (Homelife Peninsula Property Management)
Diana Delaney | Managing Broker (Delaney Properties)

Spring 2016

Associate Members Committee
This Committee is elected by the Associate Members. It's chaired by the sitting Associate member on the
PAMA Board of Directors and charged with looking out for the interests and concerns of the PAMA Associate
Members. Under this Committee sit several sub-Committees including golf, casino, bowling etc.
John Wallis | Director of Client Relations (Phoenix Restorations)
Lucy Agostinho | Director of Client Relations (Phoenix Restorations) (Alternate)
Margarita Carlos | Business Development Manager (Normac)
Aaron Wittstock | Senior Manager (Normac) (Alternate)
Maxi Castillo | Sales Director (Action Integrated Security Solutions)
Sam Chan | Channel Manager (Telus) (Alternate)
Chris Cryer | Owner (National Air Technologies)
Ted Denniston |Principal (Sense Engineering)
Terry Pepin | President (Roofix Services)
Hana Klikova | Office Manager (Roofix Services) (Alternate)
Paul Murcutt | Vice President, Unit Leader. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Sandra Krenz | Client Executive. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services) (Alternate)
Melanie Stefiuk | Account Executive, Strata Division (HUB International Coastal Insurance Brokers)
Tanya Stewart-Higgs | Sales Manager (Waste Management of Canada Corp)
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Awards Committee
This new committee produced the first annual awards event presented as part of the 2015 Christmas
Luncheon. Expect an expanded program for 2016.
Maxi Castillo | Sales Director (Action Integrated Security Solutions)
Drew Grout | Director of Strata Services (Quay Pacific Property Management)
John Wallis | Director of Client Relations (Phoenix Restorations)
Silvia Hoogstins | Director. Administration. Property Manager (Gateway Property Management Corporation)
Sandra Krenz | Client Executive. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Berit Hansen | VP Operations, Managing Broker (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Melanie Stefiuk | Account Executive, Strata Division (HUB International Coastal Insurance Brokers)

Spring 2016

Golf Committee
Joan Bird | Strata Property Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management)
Sam Chan | Channel Manager (Telus) (Alternate)
Paul Murcutt | Vice President, Unit Leader. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Terry Lake | Business Development and Fire Alarm Sales (Fire-Pro Fire Protection)
Tanya Stewart-Higgs | Sales Manager (Waste Management of Canada Corp)
Joel Watts | Channel Manager (Telus)
Terry Pepin | President (Roofix Services)
New Members Welcoming Committee
Tanya Stewart-Higgs | Sales Manager (Waste Management of Canada Corp)
Paul Murcutt | Vice President, Unit Leader. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Sandra Krenz | Client Executive. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Casino Night Committee
Chris Cryer | Owner (National Air Technologies)
Sandra Krenz | Client Executive. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Melanie Stefiuk | Account Executive, Strata Division (HUB International Coastal Insurance Brokers)
John Wallis | Director of Client Relations (Phoenix Restorations)
Bowling Committee
Sandra Krenz | Client Executive. Real Estate Division (BFL CANADA Insurance Services)
Sam Chan | Channel Manager (Telus) (Alternate)
Chris Cryer | Owner (National Air Technologies)
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Industry Archive

Spring 2016

Property management 90 years ago!

The source:
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